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A priori subgrid analysis of temporal mixing layers
with evaporating droplets

Nora Okong’o and Josette Bellana)

Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, 4800 Oak Grove Drive, MS 125-109,
Pasadena, California 91109-8099

~Received 23 June 1999; accepted 3 March 2000!

Subgrid analysis of a transitional temporal mixing layer with evaporating droplets has been
performed using three sets of results from a direct numerical simulation~DNS! database, with
Reynolds numbers~based on initial vorticity thickness! as large as 600 and with droplet mass
loadings as large as 0.5. In the DNS, the gas phase is computed using an Eulerian formulation, with
Lagrangian droplet tracking. The large eddy simulation~LES! equations corresponding to the DNS
are first derived, and key assumptions in deriving them are first confirmed by using the DNS
database. Since LES of this flow requires the computation of droplet source terms, it is essential to
obtain the unfiltered gas-phase variables at droplet locations from filtered gas-phase variables at the
grid points. This paper proposes to model these unfiltered gas-phase variables at the drop locations
by assuming the gas-phase variables to be the sum of the filtered variables and a correction based
on the filtered standard deviation; this correction is then computed from the subgrid scale~SGS!
standard deviation. This model predicts the unfiltered variables at droplet locations considerably
better than simply interpolating the filtered variables. Three methods are investigated for modeling
the SGS standard deviation: the Smagorinsky approach, the gradient model and the scale-similarity
formulation. When the proportionality constant inherent in the SGS models is properly calculated,
the gradient and scale-similarity methods give results in excellent agreement with the DNS.
© 2000 American Institute of Physics.@S1070-6631~00!02306-0#

I. INTRODUCTION

Droplet-laden turbulent flows are an inherent part of at-
mospheric flows such as rain and superficial oceanographic
shear layers, and of industrial processes such as spray paint-
ing, ink jet printing, household and medical spray dispens-
ing, and spray atomization and combustion in engines and
furnaces. The interaction of particles and turbulence gives
these flows their particular characteristics which are different
from single phase flows. For example, it is well known that
addition of particles to a mixing layer increases or decreases
its stability depending upon the ratio of the particle diameter
divided by the turbulence length scale~see Ref. 1!. More-
over, when gas evolves from the particles~e.g. phase change
for drops, chemical reactions for solid particles! there is an
additional thermodynamic coupling related to the dynamic
one ~because of the added mass to the gas phase! which
might change this stability boundary.

Because the particle-turbulence interaction is an integral
feature of such flows, it has been the topic of much
research.1–4 Large eddy simulation~LES!, in which the flow
field is spatially filtered, is emerging as a powerful tool in
modeling unsteady turbulent flows. It is expected to be more
generally applicable than Reynolds-averaged Navier Stokes
~RANS!, since the large scale structures are computed, and
the more universal small scale structures are modeled. LES
is also less computationally intensive than direct numerical

simulation~DNS! in which all length scales are resolved, and
has the additional advantage of being able to accommodate
considerably larger Reynolds numbers. Whereas much re-
search has been devoted to LES modeling for single phase
incompressible flows, only moderate attention has been
given to compressible shear flows,5,6 with focus now turning
two-phase flows.7–9 Several LES studies exist of particle
laden homogeneous shear flows,8,10 of mixing layers,11 of
particle laden channel flows,12–14of sprays,15 and of general
particle laden flows.7 However, none of those studies ben-
efitted from ana priori SGS model; instead, the SGS model
was assumed and sometimes further validated with data. In
the present study, we develop ana priori SGS model for
drop laden mixing layers with phase change.

The success of the LES approach crucially depends upon
the fidelity of the SGS in modeling the small scales by using
only the values of the variables at the larger scale, which are
the only quantities available in the LES context. It is note-
worthy that due to the necessity of~accurately! computing
the source terms resulting from the drop-gas interaction, SGS
modeling for two-phase flows requires the modeling of un-
filtered gas variables at the drop locations. In simplistic mod-
els, the filtered variables are substituted for the unfiltered
variables, but this expeditious choice is made only when
DNS databases or empirical data are not available to guide
SGS modeling; this assumption may be substantially inaccu-
rate for droplets. With an increasing body of DNS
computations,2,3,16–22it is now possible to assess SGS quan-a!Electronic mail: josette.bellan@jpl.nasa.gov
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tities at moderate Reynolds numbers, with good prospects for
devising SGS models.

In a recent DNS, Miller and Bellan19,20 generated a da-
tabase for droplet laden three-dimensional mixing layers
with phase change. The authors used the terminology ‘DNS’
to refer to computations in which all length scales of the
gas-phase are resolved but the effect of the gas on each drop-
let ~drop sizes are smaller than the Kolmogorov scale! is
modeled using a validated drop model based on nonequilib-
rium evaporation and Stokes drag, with a drag coefficient
accounting for a finite slip velocity between drops and gas,
and for blowing from the drops.23 The application of this
single drop model is totally consistent with the small volume
fraction of the particles~see below!, even in the developing
regions of preferential concentration~although the assump-
tion obviously deteriorates with increasing volume fraction!.
Drops and gas are entirely coupled, both dynamically and
thermodynamically, and the effect of the droplets on the gas
is modeled through source terms in the gas-phase equations.
The present paper addresses the use of the DNS database of
Miller and Bellan19 to evaluate SGS closures. Specifically,
we examine three Reynolds numbers~Re, based on initial
vorticity thickness, dv,0 , and initial velocity difference,
DU0! and mass loading~ML ! combinations: Re5500,
ML50.2 ~volume fraction of 2.931024!; Re5500, ML50.5
~volume fraction of 7.231024!; Re5600, ML50.2. We
consider the fully developed flow situation for all cases, cor-
responding to a dimensionless timetDU0 /dv,0 of about 85.

II. GOVERNING EQUATIONS

The governing equations are formulated in an Eulerian–
Lagrangian manner whereby the carrier gas is modeled in an
Eulerian frame whereas the drops are followed on their tra-
jectory in a Lagrangian frame. These equations for the gas
phase are recalled from Miller and Bellan20 to be
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R5YVRV1~12YV!RC , ~8!

Cv5YVCv,V1~12YV!Cv,C , ~9!

Cp5YVCp,V1~12YV!Cp,C5R1Cv , ~10!

wherer is the gas phase density,ui is the gas phase velocity,
E5e1uiui /2 is the total gas energy~internal e, plus ki-
netic!, hV

0 is a non-zero reference enthalpy of the evaporated
species,20 P is the thermodynamic pressure,s i j is the vis-
cous stress tensor,YV is the mass fraction of the evaporated
species, subscriptV denotes the vapor, subscriptC denotes
the carrier gas, the mass fraction of the carrier gas isYC

512YV , d i j is the Kronecker delta function,RV5Ru /WV

with W denoting the molecular weight andRu being the
universal gas constant, andm, l, andG are the constant gas
phase viscosity, thermal conductivity, and Fickian diffusion
coefficient, respectively. The right-hand-side termsSI , SII, i ,
and SIII describe the phase couplings of mass, momentum,
and energy, respectively~discussed below!. Note that a vari-
able density~compressible! formulation is necessary even for
low velocity flows due to the presence of both the mass
source term and to nonequal molecular weight effects.

Coupled to the gas conservation equations, the Lagrang-
ian particle equations for the position (Xi), velocity (v i),
temperature (Td), and mass (md) are

dXi

dt
5v i , ~11!

dv i

dt
5

Fi

md
, ~12!

dTd

dt
5

Q1
dmd

dt
Lv

mdCL
, ~13!

where the coupling between flow and drops is contained in
the force term,Fi , the heat transfer term,Q, and the mass
evolution from the drop term,dmd /dt. Computation of the
drag forceFi , the heat fluxQ and the evaporation rate
dmd /dt requires knowledge of the gas phase variables
(ui ,T,YV ,P) at the droplet locations, and involves in par-
ticular the use of validated models for the description of a
single drop behavior.23,20Employing these validated relation-
ships, yields

Fi5mdS f 1

td
D ~ui2v i !, ~14!

Q5mdS f 2

td
D S NuCp,G

3Pr D ~T2Td!, ~15!

dmd

dt
5ṁd52mdS 1

td
D S Sh

3 ScD ln@11BM#, ~16!

where the subscriptd denotes individual droplet conditions,
the particle time constant for Stokes flow istd

5rLD2/(18m), D is the droplet diameter,CL is the heat
capacity of the liquid and the latent heat of evaporation is
LV . The gas mixture heat capacity is calculated using a mass
averaging,Cp,G5(12YV)Cp,C1YVCp,V ~evaluated at the
droplet location! whereCp,C andCp,V are the constant pres-
sure heat capacities of the carrier gas and vapor, respectively
~Cv,C andCv,V are the corresponding constant volume heat
capacities!. The gas phase Prandtl and Schmidt numbers are
Pr5mCp,G /l and Sc5m/(rG), respectively. The evapora-
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tion rate is determined by the mass transfer number,BM

5(YS2YV)/(12YS) ~subscriptS denotes droplet surface
conditions!. To account for the effects of finite droplet slip
Reynolds numbers, the semiempirical Ranz–Marshall corre-
lations are utilized for the Nusselt~Nu! and Sherwood~Sh!
numbers, whereasf 1 is an empirical correlation accounting
for the effects of both finite slip and evaporation to Stokes
drag.23 The function f 25b/(eb21) is an analytical evapo-
rative heat transfer correction, where the nondimensional
evaporation parameterb521.5 Prtdṁd /md is constant for
droplets obeying the ‘‘D2 law.’’ The vapor surface mass
fraction is calculated directly from the surface molar fraction
(xs) which is obtained by equating the vapor and liquid
fugacities at the surface~i.e., xsP5Psat! with the saturation
pressure (Psat) provided by the Clausius–Clapeyron relation
yielding:

YS5
xs

xs1~12xs!WC /WV
,

~17!

xs5
Patm

P
expH LV

RV
S 1

TB,L
2

1

Td
D J ,

where Patm is the atmospheric pressure,TB,L is the liquid
saturation temperature atPatm ~i.e., the normal boiling tem-
perature!. As shown by Miller and Bellan,20 the latent heat
must be a linear function of temperature for calorically per-
fect species:LV5hV

02(CL2Cp,V)Td .
Equations~11!–~17! allow the computation of the Eqs.

~1!–~4! source terms which are~see Miller and Bellan20!

SI52(
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0 !G

a

,

~20!

where the summation is over thea droplets within a discreti-
zation volumeV associated with each grid point, and the
weights wa distribute the droplet contribution among the
nearest eight grid points; this weighting is necessary because
the drop locations do not coincide in general to Eulerian grid
points. On the other hand, Eqs.~11!–~16! require the knowl-
edge of the gas flow variables at the drop locations; this is
accomplished by using a fourth order Lagrange interpolation
procedure.20

As explained by Miller and Bellan,20 even for the
smaller mass loadings used in the calculations, the source
terms exhibit spatial ‘‘spottiness’’ resulting in artificial oscil-
lations. Tong and Wang24 discuss this spottiness and circum-
vent the problem by representing the number density around
each particle by a Gaussian distribution, thereby defining a
continuous field through this local averaging while also con-
serving the number of particles. To mitigate this inherent
spottiness in an Eulerian/Lagrangian treatment, Miller and
Bellan20 minimally smoothed the source terms with a con-

servative operator. This operation is not a filtering, as one of
a filter’s characteristics is to truncate the high wave number
terms, resulting in a nonconservative procedure.

The governing equations are integrated in time using a
fourth-order Runge–Kutta explicit scheme, with eighth-order
finite differences for all derivatives and fourth-order La-
grangian interpolation of gas-phase variables to droplet loca-
tions, as explained in detail in Miller and Bellan20!. The nu-
merical mesh is uniform in all directions withDx1.Dx2

.Dx3 .
The initial conditions are similar to those of Moser and

Rogers25 and we refer the reader to Miller and Bellan20 for
details. Basically, the configuration chosen is that of the tem-
porally developing mixing layer where the streamwise (x1),
cross stream (x2), and spanwise (x3) coordinates are de-
fined, and the respective lengths areL154l1 , L251.1L1 ,
andL354l3 , wherel1 andl3 are the forcing wavelengths
in the x1 and x3 directions,l157.29dv,0 ~see Moser and
Rogers25! is the most unstable wavelength for the initial pro-
file found from linear stability analysis, andl350.6l1 fol-
lowing the suggestion of Ref. 25; for all the simulations per-
formed by Miller and Bellan20 L150.2m. The relative
amplitudes of the forcing perturbations with respect to the
circulations are 10% and 2.25% in the spanwise and stream-
wise directions, respectively. The boundary conditions used
in conjunction with the conservation equations were periodic
in thex1 andx3 directions, and adiabatic slip-wall conditions
in the x2 direction were employed. To insure physical con-
sistency and avoid numerical instabilities, the wave decom-
position method of Poinsot and Lele26 was used at the slip-
wall boundaries. The initial vorticity thickness wasdv,0 and
dv(t)5DU0 /^]u1 /]x2&max where the bracketŝ & indicate
averaging over homogeneousx1–x3 planes. The freestream
velocity difference across the layer,DU0 was calculated
from a specified value of the convective Mach number,Mc .

The purpose of this investigation is to develop a SGS
model to be utilized in a LES for a drop laden shear layer.
Just as in the DNS, in the LES, the gas phase equations will
be solved in an Eulerian frame, but at the LES, larger scale
rather than the DNS scale; whereas the drops will be fol-
lowed in a Lagrangian frame. Therefore, we can immediately
identify two additional issues to that of the expected model-
ing of the SGS terms in the filtered gas phase equations.
First, gas phase variables being calculated on the larger grid
may no longer be a good representation of the equivalent
DNS values, and the question arises on how to accurately
calculate these unfiltered values at the drop locations. This
calculation is important in two-phase flows because the
source terms are affected by the values of the gas variables at
the drop locations~i.e, temperature, velocity, and mass frac-
tions!; small errors in the calculation of these variables might
translate into large errors in the source terms, according to
the nonlinear dependencies. Moreover, since in a DNS/LES
procedure the SGS models developed from the DNS at rela-
tively low Re@;O(103)# are assumed to remain valid at
much larger Re values characteristic of turbulence, it is likely
that the accurate calculation of the unfiltered gas variables
will be even more important when the SGS models are used
at the higher Re. Indeed, for the relatively low Re of the
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DNS, the amount of energy in the subgrid scales is quite
small, and thus the influence of the SGS model on the flow
field in an LES will be correspondingly small; at larger Re
these small errors might be greatly amplified. Second, the
drop dependent variables are accurately calculated at each
drop location if every single drop is followed on its trajec-
tory. However, since the gas phase source terms in the fil-
tered equations represent averages over the drops in the fil-
tered volume, there is an inherent degree of uncertainty on
how to model these source terms, i.e., how to accurately
represent them using only information at the LES scale. We
address in this paper the first issue identified above and defer
the discussion of the second issue to a future publication.

III. FILTERED GOVERNING EQUATIONS

A. General equations

The general definition of a filter operation is

f̄~xW !5E
V
f~yW !GD~xW2yW !dyW , ~21!

whereGD is the filter function, andV is the filtering volume.
In this study, we use a cubic top-hat filter, in whichV is a
cube of sidesD, andGD is simply a volume average:

GD~xW2yW !5
1

D3 )
i 51

3

$H~D/22uxi2yi u!%, ~22!

where H(x) is the Heaviside function andD is the filter
width. Our choice is guided by the simplicity of the associ-
ated integrations according to Eq.~21!, and we disregard at
this point the fact that the filtered equations are no longer
invariant to coordinate rotations other than orthogonal. Since
the goal of this investigation is to perform a LES of the shear
layer using the SGS derived herein~and compare it with the
filtered DNS!, this lack of invariance can be tolerated. One of
the properties of Eq.~21! is that forf51, f̄51 as well. For
compressible flow, we define the traditional Favre filtered
variables asf̃5rf/ r̄, thereby removing the density fluctua-
tions from the averaged equations, as well as all SGS terms
that would be associated with them. Applying the filtering,
and assuming that differentiation and filtering commute~this
is true if a uniform filter is used,27 as is done here except
within distanceD/2 of the slipwall boundaries!, the gas phase
equations become
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R̃5ỸVRV1~12ỸV!RC5C̃p2C̃v ~33!

and it has been assumed that
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rYVT5rYVT̄, ~37!
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Equation ~36! is inspired by the RANS equations and the
term (Cp,V2Cp,C) r̄h j T̄1Cp,Cr̄u j is a direct result of the
assumption of Eq.~38!. For example, if we assume instead
that

rYVTuj2rYVTũj5 r̄ỸV~Tuj̃2T̄ũj !, ~43!

this term would be replaced byC̃pr̄u j . Moreover, Eq.~42! is
derived~for constantG! from

r
]YV

]xj
5

]rYV

]xj
2YV

]r

]xj

5
]r̄ỸV

]xj
2YV

]r

]xj

5 r̄
]ỸV

]xj
1S ỸV

]r̄

]xj
2YV

]r

]xj
D ~44!

by assuming the last term to be negligible. Also, in contrast
to the single phase situation where the filtered equation of
state containsT̃ only, in the two phase caseYVT̃ appears as
well. In the next section we will assess the validity of all
assumptions introduced by Eqs.~34!–~39! and~42! and show
that they are justified for the three sets of results analyzed.

In the present two phase flow formulation, a SGS model
must contain not only models for the subgrid stresses,t i j ,
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but also models for the subgrid heat fluxu j and the subgrid
species fluxh j . Furthermore, since it isT̄ rather thanT̃ that
appears in the heat flux in the energy equation, this intro-
duces the quandary as to which is the appropriate averaging
of the temperature. In the SGS model presented below we
opt to useT̄, making therefore the assumption thatT̄5T̃,
and note that usingT̃ requires the assumption28 that ]T̃/]xj

5]T̄/]xj ; an assessment of the former assumption is pre-
sented below.

The SGS modeling is performed with the understanding
that the droplet equations will still be solved in the LES,
except that in LES the gas-phase variables (ui ,T,YV ,P) at
the droplet locations are no longer immediately available and
need to be derived from the filtered variables (ũi ,T̄,ỸV ,P̄).
Therefore, in order to be able to utilize a SGS model, one
must also construct a model of each of the unfiltered gas-
phase variables as functions of the filtered values of the same
variable. These models will be derived in the next section.

B. Magnitude of terms and evaluation of underlying
assumptions in the LES equations

1. Magnitude of terms in LES equations

An evaluation of the magnitude of various terms in the
LES equations is prerequisite not only to assessing the as-
sumptions of Eqs.~34!–~39! and~42!, but it is also crucial in
providing both an understanding of the balance among terms,
and an intuition on the models that may be used for SGS
modeling. This evaluation is performed using the three sets
of results from the database generated by Miller and
Bellan,19 TP500a, TP500b and TP600 of a transitional, tem-
poral drop laden mixing layer whose characteristics are sum-
marized in Table I. As stated above, the Reynolds number,

Re, is based on initial vorticity thickness,dv,0 , and initial
velocity difference,DU0 . The mass loading, ML, is the ini-
tial loading in the droplet-laden stream and the database con-
tains the results at the dimensionless time oftDU0 /dv,0

585. All three simulations were performed in a domain of
size 0.2 m30.22 m30.12 m. Our analysis is performed on
the same grid as the DNS, with the resolutions listed in Table
I, and all derivatives are calculated employing the same
eighth-order finite-difference operator as in the DNS. In all
cases, we use the cubic top-hat~box! filter of Eq. ~22!, with
filter width D54 max(Dx1,Dx2,Dx3), where Dx1.Dx2

.Dx3 .
Presented in Tables II–VI is such an evaluation for the

momentum Eq.~24! ~Tables II–IV!, the energy Eq.~25!
~Table V!, and the species Eq.~26! ~Table VI!. Listed in the
tables are the global root-mean-squares@RMS(f)
5A^^^f2&&&, where^^^ &&& denotes averaging over the en-
tire domain# for cases TP500a, TP500b, and TP600. From
Tables II–IV it is immediately apparent that in the three
momentum equations]r̄ũi ũ j /]xj and] P̄/]xj are the largest
terms, and that they are of about the same order of magni-
tude. The smallest term, which is two orders of magnitude
smaller than the largest, is](s̄ i j 2s̃ i j )/]xj , justifying the

TABLE I. Summary of DNS database.

Case Re ML Grid Time

TP500a 500 0.2 25232763152 85.0
TP500b 500 0.5 25232763152 85.0
TP600 600 0.2 30033323180 86.2

TABLE II. Magnitude~root-mean-square! of terms in filteredx1 momentum
equation.

r̄ũ1 equation (i 51) TP500a TP500b TP600

]r̄ũiũj

]xj

3.93105 4.03105 4.43105

]P̄dij

]xj

3.43105 3.43105 3.53105

]r̄tij

]xj

7.13104 7.93104 7.13104

]s̃ij

]xj

1.53104 1.73104 2.03104

S̄II, i 1.23104 3.63104 1.33104

]~s̄ij2s̃ij !

]xj

9.43102 1.63103 1.13103

TABLE III. Magnitude ~root-mean-square! of terms in filteredx2 momen-
tum equations.

r̄ũ2 equation (i 52) TP500a TP500b TP600

]r̄ũiũj

]xj

4.33105 4.03105 4.73105

]P̄dij

]xj

3.73105 3.23105 3.53105

]r̄tij

]xj

7.73104 7.83104 7.53104

]s̃ij

]xj

1.53104 1.63104 2.03104

S̄II, i 1.13104 2.73104 1.13104

]~s̄ij2s̃ij !

]xj

2.83103 3.03103 3.13103

TABLE IV. Magnitude ~root-mean-square! of terms in filteredx3 momen-
tum equation.

r̄ũ3 equation (i 53) TP500a TP500b TP600

]r̄ũiũj

]xj

3.83105 3.73105 4.53105

]P̄dij

]xj

2.83105 2.83105 3.13105

]r̄tij

]xj

5.83104 6.53104 6.73104

]s̃ij

]xj

1.43104 1.43104 1.93104

S̄II, i 7.53103 2.63104 8.13103

]~s̄ij2s̃ij !

]xj

5.83102 8.73102 7.33102
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assumptions̄ i j 5s̃ i j . In the middle range are]r̄t i j /]xj and
]s̃ i j /]xj , with the former term being about three times as
large as the latter, whereas the source termS̄II, i is slightly
smaller than the middle range terms. Note that the source
terms which are listed in Tables II–VI are averaged over the
whole grid, but are zero over about 20% of the grid where
there are no droplets. However, planar RMS evaluations of
the relative magnitude of the same terms in the center of the
mixing layer ~see Fig. 1 for case TP600! gives the same
magnitude as that over the entire domain, thereby reinforcing
our magnitude ranking above.

A similar evaluation of the energy equation terms dis-
played in Table V reveals that the inviscid subgrid term is of
the same order of magnitude as the resolved inviscid term
]( r̄Ẽ1 P̄)ũ j /]xj , followed by the heat flux and the resolved
viscous term. The viscous subgrid term](uis i j 2ũi s̃ i j )/]xj

is about one-third of the viscous resolved term]ũi s̃ i j /]xj ,
suggesting that although]uis i j /]xj and ]ũi s̃ i j /]xj are of

the same magnitude, they are not perfectly correlated. The
correlation between two terms is defined either by averaging
over homogeneous (x12x3) planes

R~X,Y;x2!5
^XY&

A^X2&A^Y2&
~45!

or over the entire domain

R~X,Y!5
^^^XY&&&

A^^^X2&&&^^^Y2&&&
, ~46!

where by definitionR is between21 and 1. As usual, values
near 1 indicate strong positive correlation, values near21
indicate strong negative correlation, whereas values near 0
indicate poor correlation. More precisely, we find that the
correlation of]uis i j /]xj and]ũi s̃ i j /]xj over the entire grid
is 0.92, and a corresponding linear fit is]uis i j /]xj

50.95]ũi s̃ i j /]xj . As will be seen below, this correlation is
only slightly worse than that betweenuis i j andũi s̃ i j . More-
over, since](uis i j 2ũi s̃ i j )/]xj is the smallest term in the
energy equation, it is not unreasonable to neglect it. The
source termS̄III is about the same size as the heat flux term
justifying our expectation that it is an important term.

In Table VI we finally display a comparison of the mag-
nitude of the species equation terms. Clearly, the subgrid
term, the source term and the diffusion term are all of the
same order, being an order of magnitude smaller than the
resolved convective term. The smallest term
](rG]YV /]xj )]xj2]( r̄G]ỸV /]xj )/]xj is about half of
]( r̄G]ỸV /]xj )/]xj , but could possibly be neglected if the
correlation betweenr]YV /]xj and r̄]ỸV /]xj is high; this is
indeed the case, as discussed below.

Additional to the global RMS values shown in the tables,
the planar RMS values of the various terms in each equation
are presented for case TP600 in Fig. 1~in the figures@ # and
$ % are used to denote regular and Favre filtering, respec-
tively!, and they confirm the conclusions reached from the
global RMS values.

2. Evaluation of LES assumptions

A systematic evaluation of the key assumptions made in
deriving the LES equations is presented in Figs. 2–6 by
showing the (x12x3) plane averages of the approximated
terms. The analysis is carried out for case TP600 withD
54 max(Dx1,Dx2,Dx3), as above. Clearly, the assumption of

Eq. ~36! @ 1
2(ruiuiuj2ruiuiuj̃ )5 r̄t i j ũi # is quite reasonable,

as shown in Fig. 2. The assumptions of Eqs.~39! (T̄5T̃) and
~37! (rYVT5rYVT̄) are also justified for this flow, as seen
in Fig. 3, although since the turbulent temperature fluctua-
tions in this study appear to be quite small~as will be dis-
cussed below!, these two assumptions may hold only in the
range of parameters covered by this study, and caution is
recommended in using them without justification in more
general situations.

Figure 4 addresses the modeling ofrYVTuj through

TABLE V. Magnitude~root-mean-square! of terms of filtered energy equa-
tion.

r̄Ẽ equation TP500a TP500b TP600

]~r̄Ẽ1P̄!ũj

]xj

2.63108 2.83108 3.33108

]@~rE1P!uj2~r̄Ẽ1P̄!ũj#

]xj

1.73108 1.93108 2.03108

S̄III
1.73107 2.93107 1.93107

]

]xj
Sl ]T̄

]xj
D 1.23107 1.73107 1.63107

]ũis̃ij

]xj

1.93106 2.03106 2.43106

]uisij

]xj

1.83106 1.93106 2.43106

]~uisij2ũis̃ij !

]xj

7.63105 8.53105 9.13105

TABLE VI. Magnitude ~root-mean-square! of terms of filtered species
equation.

r̄ỸV equation TP500a TP500b TP600

]r̄ỸVũj

]xj

1.53102 1.83102 2.03102

]r̄hij

]xj

2.83101 3.43101 2.83101

S̄I 2.03101 3.23101 2.23101

]

]xj
Sr̄G

]ỸV

]xj
D 1.23101 1.63101 1.63101

]

]xj
SrG

]YV

]xj
D 1.13101 1.33101 1.43101

]

]xj
SrG

]YV

]xj
D2 ]

]xj
Sr̄G

]ỸV

]xj
D 6.23100 1.13101 7.83100
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either Eq.~38! or Eq. ~43!. As depicted in the figure, the
right-hand side of Eq.~43!, r̄ỸV(Tuj̃2T̄ũj ) is almost null
and is additionally much smaller than the left-hand side
rYVTuj2rYVTũj . However, Fig. 4 shows that the left-hand
side of Eq.~38!, rYVTuj2rYVTũj , matches the right-hand
side, r̄T̄(YVuj̃2ỸVũj ), thereby indicating that this assump-
tion is correct. Moreover, the correlation over the entire grid
for the two-sides of Eq.~43! is 20.270, whereas it is 0.999
for Eq. ~38!, thus justifying the latter assumption.

To evaluate the assumption of Eq.~35!, uis i j 5ũi s̃ i j ,
we display in Fig. 5 the plane averages,uis i j 2ũi s̃ i j and
ũi s̃ i j . Clearly,uis i j 2ũi s̃ i j is small compared toũi s̃ i j and
moreover a linear fit showsuis i j 50.94ũi s̃ i j , with a corre-
lation of 0.97; thus the assumptionuis i j 5ũi s̃ i j is justified.

Finally, to assess the assumption of Eq.~42!, we display

in Fig. 6 bothr]YV /]xj andr̄]ỸV /]xj and show them to be
well correlated. Furthermore, a calculated linear fit shows

r]YV /]xj50.997r̄]ỸV /]xj with a correlation of 0.996,

FIG. 1. Planar RMS of filtered terms, case TP600~a! x1 momentum;~b! x2

momentum;~c! x3 momentum;~d! energy;~e! mass fraction (@ # and $ %
denote regular and Favre filtering, respectively!.
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thereby confirming the intuitive idea thatr]YV /]xj and
r̄]ỸV /]xj may be assumed equal.

IV. MODEL FOR UNFILTERED GAS PHASE
VARIABLES

As discussed above, the knowledge of the unfiltered gas
phase variables is necessary at the droplet locations for the

calculation of the source terms in the conservation equations.
However, these unfiltered gas variables are not available
from the LES whose solution is obtained at the larger scale
and at grid points rather than drop locations. The recovery of
unfiltered variables from the filtered flow field, also known
as deconvolution~as filtering is a mathematical convolution!,
has already been explored for generating subgrid scale mod-

FIG. 2. Evaluation of assumptionruiuiuj2ruiui ũj5 r̄t i j ũi ~a! j 51; ~b!
j 52; ~c! j 53 (@ # and$ % denote regular and Favre filtering, respectively!.

FIG. 3. Evaluation of assumptionsT̄5T̃ andYVT̃5ỸVT̄ ~a! T̄; ~b! ỸVT̄; ~c!
RMS of differences (@ # and $ % denote regular and Favre filtering, respec-
tively!.
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els in Refs. 29–31. Theoretically, the unfiltered variable can
be found by applying the inverse of the filter function, i.e.,

f~xW !5E
V
f̄~yW !GD

21~xW2yW !dyW , ~47!

or its numerical equivalent. In practice, such an inversion is
not feasible because:~1! In many LES, particularly finite
difference and finite volume computations, the filter is im-
plicit and thus its inverse is difficult to define.~2! Filtering
by definition discards high wave number information~since
it has a smoothing effect! that in general cannot be recov-
ered.~3! Discretization errors intervene asf̄ is usually com-
puted on the coarsest possible grid, which is generally too

FIG. 4. Evaluation of assumptions regardingrYVTuj2rYVTũj ~a! j 51;
~b! j 52; ~c! j 53 (@ # and $ % denote regular and Favre filtering, respec-
tively!.

FIG. 5. Evaluation of assumptionuis i j 5ũi s̃ i j ~a! j 51; ~b! j 52; ~c! j
53 (@ # and$ % denote regular and Favre filtering, respectively!.
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coarse to adequately representf. This leads to decreased
computational effort for LES compared to DNS, but further
complicates the deconvolution.~4! The relation betweenf
andf̄ is not a one-to-one mapping, since several realizations
of f on a grid can lead to the samef̄. ~5! Even if an inverse
can be precisely defined, the computational cost of comput-
ing it may be prohibitive.

Hence, rather than seeking the inverse filtering operator,
we seek an appropriate model forf, which we denotefm ,
that captures the essential statistical properties off from its
computed filtered formf̄, where the bar is here a generic
averaging denoting Favre filtering forui andYV , and regular
filtering for T and P. The desired properties depend on the
intent for usingfm ; in the present study, it is to be interpo-
lated to droplet locations to emulate droplet interaction with
the flow field represented byf. Of necessity, the procedure
used to generatefm , i.e., the relation betweenf and f̄,
depends on the filter used to generatef̄. In effect, we must
analyze the DNS database to reconstruct the information that
was removed from the flow field upon filtering. We restrict
our consideration to the top-hat filter Eq.~22!, which can
alternatively be viewed as a volume-averaging operation. We
define by ‘‘appropriate model’’ a relationship that gives the
value of the unfiltered variables as close in magnitude as
possible to those of the DNS, and certainly better than one
would obtain by simply interpolating the values of the fil-
tered variables at the droplet locations. To guide the model-
ing, we will first consider the known DNS generic variablef

and f̄. By definition, the standard deviation is

s5Af8f85A~f2f̄ !2, ~48!

wheref8 is the fluctuating part off, and thus the relation
betweenf and f̄ is

f5f̄1 f s, ~49!

where from the definition ofs, f 561. Intuitively, in this
formulation, f s can be regarded as a correction tof̄ with
sign f and magnitudes. The goal of the modeling is to
compute, from the filtered flow field, a model off s, f msm ,
that provides a better approximation tof than doesf msm

50.
Because of the inherent simplicity, it is at first tempting

to assume thatf randomly takes on values of21 and 1.
However, one can show that this is not necessarily the case.
If the filtering operation is viewed as a volume average, a
relation betweenf andf̄ can be derived by considering the
third-order Taylor expansion off integrated over the filter-
ing volumeV of characteristic lengthD with centroid atx0

5(x10
,x20

,x30
):

f̄~x0!5
1

V E
V
f~x!dV, ~50!

f~x!5f~x0!1
]f

]xi
~x0!~xi2xi 0

!1
]2f

]xi]xj
~x0! 1

2~xi2xi 0
!

3~xj2xj 0
!1O~D3!, ~51!

where from the definition of the centroid, (1/V) *V(xi

2xi 0
)dV50. If V is symmetric, then

1

V E
V
~xi2xi 0

!~xj2xj 0
!dV50, iÞ j ~52!

and

FIG. 6. Evaluation of assumptionr]YV /]xj5 r̄]ỸV /]xj ~a! j 51; ~b! j
52; ~c! j 53 (@ # and$ % denote regular and Favre filtering, respectively!.
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I cD
25

1

V E
V
~xi2xi 0

!~xj2xj 0
!dV, i 5 j ~53!

is the ~positive! moment of inertia, so that one may rewrite
Eq. ~50! as

f̄5f1“

2f
I cD

2

2
1O~D4!, ~54!

where terms ofO(D3) vanish due to the symmetry of the
filtering volume.

A comparison between Eqs.~49! and~54!, and the inter-
pretation thatf is a sign correction leads to the conclusion
that f will generally be2sign(“2f). However,f is not
available in a LES formulation, and from the available fil-
tered quantities we can compute“2f̄ rather than“2f.
Therefore, to modelf we assume that“2f̄ and“

2f have
the same sign and evaluate this assumption for the gas phase
variables in the section devoted to finalizing the SGS mod-
els.

To model s, we note that the gas phase SGS terms
which must be modeled have the generic formff2f̄f̄. If
one definessSGS as the SGS standard deviation,

sSGS5Aff2f̄f̄ ~55!

the relationship betweens and sSGS can be elucidated by
considerings2

s25~f2f̄ !25ff22ff̄1f̄f̄, ~56!

where the second filter is unweighted~e.g., regular rather
than Favre! for all variables. To evaluate the terms in Eq.

~56!, we note thatff5sSGS
2 1f̄f̄ and thatff̄ can be writ-

ten in terms of the local correlation betweenf and f̄

R~f,f̄ !5
ff̄

AffAf̄f̄

. ~57!

If we assume thatR(f,f̄).1, then

s25~Aff2Af̄f̄ !25~AsSGS
2 1f̄f̄2Af̄f̄ !2. ~58!

The assumption thatR(f,f̄).1 was checked for all gas
phase variables using the TP600 set of results and was found
to be justified~see the finalization of the SGS models sec-
tion!. It is noteworthy that when using even small departures
from the unity~i.e., R(f,f̄)50.99!, one obtains models for
the unfiltered variables~in particularYV! that are consider-
ably less accurate than those obtained usingR(f,f̄).1.

Defining s̄5As2 , and usings̄ as a model fors, we
arrive at a model forf of the form

f5f̄2sign~“2f̄ !s̄, ~59!

i.e., f m52sign(“2f̄), sm5s̄.

V. MODELS FOR SUBGRID CROSS-TERMS

The success of the LES formalism depends considerably
upon the fidelity of t i j 5uiuj̃2ũi ũ j , u j5Tuj̃2T̄ũj , h j

5YVuj̃2YṼũj , and sSGS
2 5ff2f̄f̄ models in portraying

the true magnitude of the unfiltered terms using the filtered
variables. For LES in the gas-phase, models are required for
the subgrid stressest i j , heat fluxesu j , and species fluxes
h j ; for the droplet description, models are required for the
subgrid variancessSGS

2 : u1u1̃2ũ1ũ1 , u2u2̃2ũ2ũ2 , u3u3̃

2ũ3ũ3 , TT2T̄T̄, YVỸV2ỸVỸV , and PP2 P̄P̄. Since the
subgrid stresses, the heat flux, the species flux and the sub-
grid variances are all of the same form, it seems reasonable
and consistent to use the same type of model for all of them.
In the following, we consider the possibility of subgrid mod-
eling employing three different models: the traditional~e.g.,
constant coefficient! Smagorinsky model, the gradient
model, and the scale-similarity model.6 We first define these
three models below and introduce in each of the models a
constant of proportionality that we further determine from
comparisons of the modeled terms with the exact values of
the subgrid terms as calculated from the unfiltered variables
in the DNS database.

A. Smagorinsky SGS model

In the traditional Smagorinsky model,t i j , u j , and h j

are expressed as~see Ref. 32!

t i j 2
1
3 tkk522CRD2AS̃klS̃kl~S̃i j 2

1
3S̃kkd i j !, ~60!

u j52
CRD2

Pr
AS̃klS̃kl

]T̄

]xj
, ~61!

h j52CRD2AS̃klS̃kl

]ỸV

]xj
, ~62!

whereCR is a model constant andD is a filter width~tkk can
be neglected for small Mach number based on the velocity
fluctuation28!. In Eqs.~60!–~62! the rate-of-strain tensor for
the filtered velocities is defined as

S̃i j 5
1

2 S ]ũi

]xj
1

]ũ j

]xi
D . ~63!

We note that this form is the basis for most SGS models,
concerned only with flow dynamics, but that it cannot be
easily extended to compute the subgrid variances forT, P,
andYV .

B. Gradient SGS model

In contrast to the traditional Smagorinsky model, the
gradient model~e.g., Liuet al.33! defined by

t i j 5CGD2
]ũi

]xk

]ũ j

]xk
, ~64!

u j5CGD2
]T̄

]xk

]ũ j

]xk
, ~65!
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h j5CGD2
]ỸV

]xk

]ũ j

]xk
~66!

is easily extended to compute the subgrid variances for any
quantityf as

sSGS
2 ~f!5ff2f̄f̄5CGD2

]f̄

]xk

]f̄

]xk
. ~67!

Theoretically,CGD2 is the moment of the filtering volume
@ I cD

2 of Eq. ~53!# as can be seen by integrating the square of
the Taylor expansion forf, Eq. ~51!, over the filtering vol-
ume, and using filtered instead of unfiltered quantities in the
calculation of the derivatives. Thus, theoretically, for a cubic
top-hat filterCG5 1

12.
This model is not only easily extended to calculatesSGS

for all variables, but also has the advantage that the deriva-
tives are already available from the computation of the re-
solved fields.

C. Scale-similarity SGS model

In the scale-similarity model, a second filterD̂ is intro-
duced and the protocol involves refiltering the flow field34

with a test filterD̂>D ~filtering at levelD̂ is unweighted! to
yield

t i j 5CS~ ũi ũ j
ˆ 2 û̃i û̃ j !, ~68!

u j5CS~ ũ j T̂̄2 û̃ j T̂̄!, ~69!

h j5CS~ ũ j ỸV
ˆ

2 û̃ j Ŷ̃V!. ~70!

A value ofCS51 is necessary to assure Galilean invariance;
if the model were completely exact,CS would also be 1.
Deviations from unity reflect therefore departures from the
exact representation oft i j , u j , and h j computed from the
DNS through Eqs.~68!–~70!.

Similar to the gradient model, the scale-similarity model
is easily extended to compute the subgrid variances for any
quantityf as

sSGS
2 ~f!5ff2f̄f̄5CS~f̄f̂̄2 f̂̄ f̂̄ !. ~71!

D. Model coefficients

In the following we will refer to standard deviations cal-
culated from Eq.~55! as ‘‘exact’’ since in this model they
represent the best available values that can be calculated at
the LES ~i.e., filtered! scale from the unfiltered variables.
Therefore, we first compute the correlation between the ‘‘ex-
act’’ and model SGS standard deviations using the defini-
tions of Eqs.~45! and ~46! and then determine the relation-

FIG. 7. PDF of (f2f̄)/s̄ ~a! u1 , u2 , u3 ; ~b! T, P, YV (@ # denotes
filtering!.

FIG. 8. PDF of (f2f̄)/sSGS ~a! u1 , u2 , u3 ; ~b! T, P, YV (@ # denotes
filtering!.
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ship between the ‘‘exact’’ and modeled variables which
yields the model coefficient. Note that Eq.~45! allows point-
wise assessment of the correlations.

The simplest SGS model is that having a constant coef-
ficient with CR , CG , CS being the same for all flow vari-
ables over the entire~spatial and temporal! domain. For this
type of model, the coefficient can be determined using a

least-squares fit to Y5bX which leads to b
5^^^XY&&&/^^^XX&&&. If X is the model standard deviation
andY is the ‘‘exact’’ standard deviation, thenb is the square
root of the model coefficient. More sophisticated models
would have the model coefficients as functions of space and
time; this will be the subject of a further investigation as we
note that the simplicity of the constant coefficient models is

FIG. 9. Error in unfiltered variable modelf5f̄1 f msm interpolated to droplet locations, case TP600~a! u1 ; ~b! u2 ; ~c! u3 ; ~d! T; ~e! YV ~f! P (@ # and$ %
denote regular and Favre filtering, respectively!.
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partially offset by the fact that they yield models which are
flow dependent. However, considering the lack of experience
with a priori models for two phase flows, it is worthwhile in
this first step to assess the possibility of constant model co-
efficients since they are the simplest to derive and use in a
LES.

VI. FINALIZATION OF THE QUANTITATIVE SGS
MODELS

A. Unfiltered variable model

As stated in Eq.~49!, the unfiltered variablef can be

expressed asf5f̄1 f s, wheres5uf2f̄u and f 5sign(f

2f̄), and we showed in Eq.~59! a possible model forf s
~denotedf msm! that has the potential of being more accurate
than that obtained from a simple extrapolation of the filtered
gas phase variables at the droplet locations~i.e., f msm50!.
The proposed model will now be used to first computef for
all dependent variables at the Eulerian grid points, and then
interpolate it to the droplet locations.

Figure 7 shows the probability density function~PDF!

for (f2f̄)/s̄ for case TP600 withf beingu1 , u2 , u3 , T,
YV , andP, where the sample space used in the calculation is
the entire flow field~based onf, f̄, and s̄ at each point!,

and wheres̄5As2 is calculated from the filtered field using
Eq. ~58!. Figure 8 shows the PDF for (f2f̄)/sSGS. Al-
though the correlation betweens and s̄ is similar to that
betweens and sSGS ~ranging from 0.6 to 0.8!, the (f
2f̄)/s̄ and (f2f̄)/sSGS PDFs are remarkably different.
The PDF for (f2f̄)/sSGS shows one very large peak at
zero, whereas that for (f2f̄)/s̄ shows peaks at61, similar
to the PDF of (f2f̄)/s which has values of61. This con-
firms s̄ to be an appropriate model fors, but implies thats
andsSGSare only moderately correlated. Closer examination
of the PDF of (f2f̄)/s̄ in the (x1–x3) plane~not shown!
reveals the largeYV peak at zero to be due to the upper
stream region whereYV50, whereas the smallu1 , u2 , and
u3 peaks at zero correspond to the lower edge of the mixing
layer, where free-stream droplets are being entrained. For all
variables exceptYV , the PDFs of (f2f̄)/s̄ in the droplet-
free domain are focused on61, but have a larger variation
between21 and11 in the droplet-laden part.

Figure 9 shows the comparison between interpolating
the gas dependent variables to the droplet locations using the
exact quantities~unfiltered DNS!, and interpolating the same
variables using other models to the droplet locations. Results
are presented in terms of the difference between the model
and the unfiltered variable, averaged over droplets within a
givenx2 interval and denoted bŷ̂ &&. In the first three mod-
els sm5s with s given by Eq. ~48! ~and therefore it is
evaluated from the unfiltered variables which are not avail-
able in LES! with the purpose of comparing and evaluating
the validity of the models forf . Clearly, f m50 at all loca-
tions leads to significant discrepancy between the exact and
model interpolated variable. Additionally, any model with a
meanf m50 will not perform any better since the deviations
toward the unfiltered value will be just as likely as the de-
viations away from the unfiltered value. This is illustrated in
Fig. 9 by the case wheref m randomly assumes the values
21 or 11; its predictions generally lead to the largest de-
viations and its performance is slightly worse thanf m50
despite having the exacts. Using f m52sign(“2f̄) gives
significant improvement despite the two assumptions that
f m52sign(“2f) and sign(“2f)5sign(“2f̄); for the data

FIG. 10. Subgrid stresses, case TP600~a! exact;~b! Smagorinsky;~c! cor-
relation between exact and Smagorinksy stresses.
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shown in Fig. 9, these assumptions hold with 86%, 86%,
86%, 85%, 86%, and 93% certainty foru1 , u2 , u3 , T, YV ,
and P, respectively. Whens is replaced bys̄ ~denoted@s#

in the figures!, while f m52sign(“2f̄), there is consider-
able improvement over the predictions obtained withf m

50, for all quantities exceptT for which all models give
similar results. ForT, YV , and P, equivalent results are

obtained with the two sets~f m51, sm5Aff2Af̄f̄! and

@ f m52sign(“2f̄), sm5s̄# where s̄5As2 5uAff

2Af̄f̄u is calculated as in Eq.~58!; in Fig. 9 we have de-

fined ‘‘signed @s#’’ 5Aff2Af̄f̄. An alternative expres-

sion for f m , f m5sign(f2f̄)5sign(f̄2f% ), is inspired by
the scale-similarity relations and results in a similar accuracy

to using f m52sign(“2f̄) for all six variables.
The primary conclusion from the comparison of results

FIG. 11. SGS standard deviation, case TP500a~a! u1 ; ~b! u2 ; ~c! u3 ; ~d! T; ~e! YV ; ~f! P.
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obtained with modeledf and s ~the only possibility within
LES! is that the ‘‘exact’’ model proposed in Eq.~59! is the
most accurate at simulating the unfiltered gas phase variables
as a function of the same filtered variables. Moreover, an
analysis of the correlationR(f,f̄) defined by Eq.~57!
shows thatR51 for T andP, 0.97,R,1 for u1 , u2 , and
u3 , with the greatest deviation from 1 appearing in the cen-
tral part of the mixing layer; and 0.7,R,1 for YV , with the

greatest deviation being obtained at the droplet-laden/
droplet-free interface. The lowYV correlation is due to the
sparsity of drops, producing aYV which reduces the quality
of the statistics. Since apparentlyR,1 for YV , we tried
unsuccessfully to improve the modeling of the unfiltered
quantities through the filtered quantities by slightly reducing
R. Not only was the model withR,1 generally inferior, but
even at the interface where the greatest deviation from unity

FIG. 12. SGS standard deviation, case TP500b~a! u1 ; ~b! u2 ; ~c! u3 ; ~d! T; ~e! YV ; ~f! P.
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was obtained,R51 led to the best prediction ofYV at drop-
let locations. Most important,R51 is the only value that
provides the corrects̄.0 in the laminar free stream. Finally,
we note that the efforts at reducing the error for the approxi-
mation of Eq.~59! through the reduction in the error inYV

are misplaced since the total model error is determined by

that of the velocity components which are the largest~about
1.5%!; in contrast, the temperature, mass fraction, and pres-
sure have errors an order of magnitude lower. Given these
observations, it is unlikely that increased accuracy would be
obtained even if a model with a variableR ~according to the
dependent variable! could be constructed.

FIG. 13. SGS standard deviation, case TP600~a! u1 ; ~b! u2 ; ~c! u3 ; ~d! T; ~e! YV ; ~f! P.
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B. Determination of SGS model constants

Illustrated in Fig. 10 are the subgrid scale stresses calcu-
lated from the DNS, those predicted by the Smagorinsky
model, and the correlation between the DNS calculated val-
ues and the model predictions calculated according to Eq.
~45!. The lack of good correlation between the DNS and
predicted stresses is not surprising considering that even for
single phase flows global correlations are in the range of 0.4
~see Refs. 35 and 22!. However, in many single phase flows
this model may still be acceptable because it provides the
accurate global amount of dissipation. In two phase flows the
modeling requirements are more stringent. Because source
terms determining the interaction between phases must be
locally calculated using the unfiltered variables, local rather
than global correlations are of interest. Since the unfiltered
variable model requires good local values ofsSGS for com-
puting s̄, the lack of good local correlation induced us to
discard the Smagorinsky model.

Both the gradient and the scale-similarity models are as-
sessed in Figs. 11–13 where the normalizedsSGSplanar av-
erages are shown in Figs. 11, 12, and 13 for cases TP500a,
TP500b, and TP600, respectively andsSGS is calculated ei-
ther from the unfiltered values or using the models. For the
sake of optimizing the scale-similarity model, we also con-
sider several test-to-LES filter ratios, as the best value rec-
ommended in the literature is usually 2~e.g., Ref. 22!. The
model coefficients used in all plots in Figs. 11–13 are the
mean values—CG listed in Table VII for the gradient model
andCS listed in Table VIII for the scale-similarity model. To
find these model coefficients listed in Tables VII and VIII,
linear fits of the exactsSGSto the modelsSGSover the whole
domain were performed. Since for the temperature the SGS
deviations were underpredicted, the model coefficients were
replaced byCGPr in Eq. ~67! and CS Pr in Eq. ~71!, where
the Prandtl number is Pr50.7 for the present flow conditions.
For all variables and all filter ratios of the scale-similarity
model, as well as for the gradient model, the prediction of
sSGS is very good, with that from the scale-similarity model
being slightly superior. The only exception to this good
agreement occurs for the temperature@see Figs. 11~d!, 12~d!,
and 13~d!# when the scale-similarity model with filter width
ratio D̂/D51 is used. This is not completely surprising since

as mentioned above, most investigators using a similarity
model recommendD̂/D52.

Along with the individual SGS model constants for each
set of DNS results, we also show in Tables VII and VIII the
recommended mean constants for all runs. For the gradient
model, the mean value ofACG50.4 is approximately 40%
larger than the theoretical value ofACG51/A12.0.29 for
the cubic filter. The discrepancy between the model and the-
oretical values is attributed to departures from the behavior
assumed by the gradient model, most notably to the replace-
ment of unfiltered by filtered quantities in the calculation of
the derivatives~as stated when formulating the model!. For
the scale-similarity model, a linear best fit givesACS51.71
20.49~D̂/D!, however, with only three values for this fit, it is
recommended to use the computed coefficients rather than
the linear best fit. In particular, forD̂/D51 we find that
ACSÞ1, indicating thatf%5f̄ is not a good assumption.
Consistent with the previous discussion on the model for the
unfiltered variables using the filtered variables, Figs. 11–13
show that thesSGS are largest for the velocity components
whereas those forYV , T, andP are an order of magnitude
smaller.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

An a priori subgrid analysis has been presented for a
temporally developing mixing layer having one stream ini-
tially laden with a dilute collection of evaporating droplets.
To construct the SGS model we employed a transitional
DNS database for three initial Reynolds numbers~based on
vorticity thickness! and mass loading combinations:~500;
0.2!,~500; 0.5!, and~600; 0.2!. The DNS equations were fil-
tered, and LES equations were constructed subject to several
assumptions. These assumptions were evaluated by calculat-
ing the exact filtered expressions and their filtered models for
the three sets of results in the database, as well as the other
terms in the equations. The comparison among these terms
showed that the assumptions used to derive the final set of
LES equations were well justified. For example, an order of
magnitude analysis of the terms in these equations showed
that the subgrid terms arising from filtering the inviscid
terms are smaller only than the inviscid terms based on fil-
tered quantities. However, the subgrid terms arising from
filtering the viscous terms were found to be negligible. The
triple correlation of velocity, mass fraction and temperature
is found to be well modeled as the temperature multiplied by
the mass-fraction–velocity correlation.

Within the LES formalism for two phase flows, it was
found that there are two modeling issues in addition to the
usual modeling of the SGS terms. One of these modeling
issues, which is that the unfiltered gas phase dependent vari-
ables at the drop locations must be derived from the LES
filtered variables, was addressed as a preliminary to SGS
modeling; the knowledge of these unfiltered values is neces-
sary for the accurate calculation of the source terms. For
each gas phase variable, several constructs for the unfiltered
value as function of the filtered value were considered, and it
was shown that the most accurate is that with a standard

TABLE VII. Coefficient for gradient model.

TP500a TP500b TP600 Mean

D 3.20031023 3.20031023 2.66731023

ACG 0.397 0.398 0.402 0.40

TABLE VIII. Coefficient for similarity model.

D̂/D TP500a TP500b TP600 MeanACS

1.0 1.237 1.253 1.243 1.24
1.5 0.921 0.931 0.925 0.93
2.0 0.751 0.759 0.755 0.75
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deviation having the magnitude of the filtered standard de-
viation and the opposite sign of the Laplacian of the filtered
variable. With this model, predictions for the unfiltered vari-
ables at the droplet locations were found to be considerably
improved compared to simply interpolating the filtered vari-
ables.

To model the subgrid scale~SGS! standard deviations,
two models, the gradient and scale-similarity, were found to
give excellent results when the model constant was properly
calculated using the database, while the traditional Smagor-
insky model was found inadequate. More sophisticated dy-
namic models, where the present constant is replaced by a
functional dependence of the filtered variables will be con-
sidered in the future. Statistical analysis of the database
showed that the gradient model is well represented by the
same model constant for all three cases. For the similarity
model, the constant was found, as expected, to be dependent
on the test-to-LES filter ratio.

Future work will address dynamic SGS modeling as well
as the second issue in two phase flow LES calculations
which is that of the computation of the averaged source
terms from the filtered dependent variables. Once this issue
is resolved, we will conduct ana posteriori testing of the
gradient and scale-similarity models in an LES.
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